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POLICY FOR INDUCTION OF NEW ARRIVALS WITH ENGLISH
AS AN ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE
Principles




‘New arrivals’ refers to international migrants and internal migrants who have English as an
additional language.
New arrivals need additional support educationally, emotionally and socially.
Parents may need help to access information about the school curriculum and the processes of
learning.

Aims





To provide new arrivals with a safe, welcoming environment where they are accepted, valued
and encouraged to participate.
To provide accurate information about the new arrival’s background and educational
experience.
To ensure that parents understand the educational system.
To develop strategies to encourage new arrivals to feel included and make progress.

Roles and Responsibilities




All staff have a responsibility to welcome and support new arrivals, to identify and remove
barriers.
The Inclusion Manager is responsible for monitoring new arrivals.
The Local Authority offers advice and guidance in meeting the needs of new arrivals.

Admission






A meeting with parents is arranged to gather information (Parental Interview/Information Form
is used, see appendix 1) and to give introductory information eg uniform, school day,
prospectus, free school meals application if appropriate.
An interpreter is invited (wherever possible) if parents do not speak English.
Parents and new arrivals are given a school tour and meet the relevant class/es.
Information is shared with school staff.
A buddy system is put in place.

Assessment and Learning





The English as an Additional Language (EAL) Language Record is used to assess and record
early stages of English acquisition.
It is recognised that an inclusive and supportive environment is more effective than formal
language teaching.
It is common for new arrivals to be silent for up to one year and this is important to the learning
process. Written English can take several years and may take seven years to become fully
developed.
Parents are encouraged to speak with their child in their home language to develop home
language vocabulary which will eventually be transferred.

Family Links




Parents will be made to feel welcome, helped to understand school systems and encouraged
to play an active role in school life.
Consideration will be given to parents’ level of English in all communications with home. Where
necessary, translated letters and documents will be provided.

Monitoring and Evaluation





Progress will be monitored through the school system of Pupil Progress Meetings.
The Inclusion Manager will have an overview of the new arrival.
Parents will be supported at parents’ evenings, if needed.
The new arrival’s views will be sought.

Success Criteria
By the end of Week 1 new arrival to be:






Relaxed and happy
Beginning to follow some of the conventions and routines of the classroom
Familiar with arrangement for school meal times
Familiar with the location of cloakrooms and toilets
Beginning to interact socially with class peers

By the end of Week 3 new arrival to:






Come to school happy and be relaxed and content in class
Be familiar with key parts of the school eg hall, ICT suite
Be able to follow daily class routine and settle to tasks
Initiate contact with a teacher or teaching assistant
Play/socialise with others in the playground

By the end of the first term new arrival to:






Be relaxed and happy and interact positively with other children
Participate in group and class activities at an appropriate level
Be confident in small group situations
Show interest and motivation in learning
Have demonstrated some identifiable progress in English Language acquisition

Appendices 2-5 are for the use of staff who have new arrivals in their class.

Appendix 1
Parent Interview/Information Form
Child Details
Child’s name
Name used at home

Name to be used in school
Date of birth

Place of birth

Date of arrival in UK

Date of arrival in this school

Address and contact number

Left/right handed

Wears glasses/hearing aid?

Health concerns/medication?

Education details

Previous education in the UK
Length of time of previous UK education
Name of previous school
Previous education abroad
Can the child read or write in a language other than English?
Does the child attend community/language classes?

Family Details
Father’s name
Mother’s name
Carer’s name

Siblings: names and ages

Who does the child live with?
Languages spoken at home
Languages spoken by the family
What is the most useful language for the family?
Parental concerns

Religious practice/belief
Religious festivals observed
Dietary practices

Other considerations to note during the interview (not direct questions)
Parents’ level of English
Parents’ understanding of the English education system

Refugee/asylum seekers
No other families sharing their language and background in the catchment area

Part of an ethnic minority community/group
Other relative/friends able to support the child
Living isolated from school friends or other family
Experiencing racism

